from documents to value

ISDS Connector
Product
ISDS Connector Data mailboxes significantly change the way of communication with state authorities and with other legal entities. However, the data
mailbox only ensures that the document is delivered to the particular legal
entity and does not perform any subsequent tasks relating to distribution of
the particular document to the particular recipient within the organization, its
secure storage, or archiving. A data message stored in a legal entity‘s data
mailbox is deleted after three months unless it is archived or converted into
documentary form. Process automation with ISDS Connector IXTENT’s Data
Mailbox Connector represents a complex solution for receiving, sending, and
management of messages in data mailboxes, as well as their integration with
enterprise information systems of all types. You thus gain full control over
data messages and there is no risk of delay with their processing.

IXTENT offers ISDS Connector versions for:
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e-mail server,

Main benefits:
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Automatic checking for new
incoming data messages
Possibility of managing multiple data mailboxes
Automatic delivery of data
messages to the persons responsible for their processing
Detailed recording and fast
traceability
Replying in data message
format directly from your IS
environment
Long-term and secure storage
of data messages

MS SharePoint,
SAP and other ERP,
records management,
Document Management System (DMS) and Enterprise
Content Management System (ECM).
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www.ixtent.com

Benefits of the ISDS Connector:
Automatic checking for new messages.
The Connector automatically monitors new messages in the data mailbox and any newly received messages are stored at
relevant location within the required IS.

Support for multiple data mailboxes.
The Data Mailbox Connector can simultaneously administer multiple mailboxes. If your organization has multiple data
mailboxes, you can manage them from one place.

Automatic distribution of data messages to the
persons responsible for their processing.
Data messages are distributed to responsible persons for processing on the groundwork of customer defined workflow.

Detailed records and fast retrieval.
Enables monitoring and easy retrieval of each document. It also provides control over data and document flow (there are
audit records available for individual activities relating to their processing).

Replying in data message format directly from your IS environment.
Long-term and secure storage of messages.
You can securely archive the data messages for an unlimited time.
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